
BY CHUCK LORENZ, CF

was drawn to forestry as a youth in
Boy Scouts. Hiking and backpacking

brought me into contact with men (not
many women on the “front lines” in
those days) whose daily work seemed
challenging and fulfilling. Here was an
occupation that permitted me to work
outdoors in interesting country. There
was a mixture of math and science
involved, which seemed good. But I
didn’t recognize the level of “people”
contact that would be involved.

Many of my college professors were
SAF members. While we had a forestry
club, undergraduate students were not
yet eligible to become SAF members. I
became an SAF member upon gradua-
tion at the urging of my silviculture
professor. It was a decision that led to
many opportunities and challenges.

I began my profes-
sional career working on
the Olympic Peninsula.
This was a time of high
activity in the woods as
we prepared several hun-
dred million board feet of
timber sales annually.
Our regional supervisor,
E.C. “Gock” Gockerell,
was an active SAF mem-
ber and encouraged his
staff to be also. There
were frequent carpools to
SAF chapter meetings. Gock stressed
these as opportunities to meet and
mingle with our peers from industry
and the agencies, and to exchange
points of view in a collegial way
regardless of every-day confrontations.
As I moved to the Okanogan and back,
there were always opportunities to be
engaged with SAF.

Eventually I was challenged to
become a chapter officer. This expand-
ed my horizons and introduced me to
an ever-larger group of dedicated
forestry professionals. From there my
opportunities continued to grow as I
became engaged at the state society
level, moved on to serve on SAF
national committees, chaired the
House of Society Delegates, and
served nationally as a Board member
(then known as Council).

Through all of these experiences
the most lasting impressions are the
people I’ve had the opportunity to
meet and work with over the years.
Just as there is no “one-way” to con-
duct successful forestry operations,
there have been and continue to be
differences of opinions as to what SAF
is and how it should move forward.
Through all of that, the ability of our
members to engage civilly in discus-

sion and to share their views with one
another highlights for me the real suc-
cess of SAF.  

Over the years SAF’s membership
has expanded and contracted with
changes in operations and employ-
ment. As my colleague Bob Alverts
points out: “Forestry is the liberal arts of
the sciences…”, mixing the biological
and physical sciences with the “arts” of
communications and the psychology of
dealing with people. SAF’s tent is broad.
This creates challenges for meeting
member expectations, while providing
opportunities to find solutions.  

Being engaged through SAF has
opened doors to apply the problem-
solving skills introduced through edu-
cation at the job-site level as well as the
broader social level. SAF has provided
me the tools to face job and family
challenges throughout my career.  ◆

Chuck Lorenz, CF, is 51-year member
of the Society of American Foresters
and a Fellow. He has served in many
leadership capacities in SAF, most
recently “retiring” as treasurer of the
Washington State SAF. He is owner
and operator of Lorenz Forestry out of
southwest Washington. He can be
reached at c_4str@yahoo.com.
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